TOP TAKEAWAYS FROM
THE 2017 LMA ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
Some of the smartest legal marketing professionals came together for this
year’s LMA annual conference. What was on their minds?

Below, we explore the top takeaways.
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KEY TAKEAWAY #1

Clients Are Asking For Artiﬁcial Intelligence And Data Analytics
Cynthia Voth
@CynthiaVoth

Liz Cerasuolo
@lizcerasuolo

Kevin O’Keefe
@kevinokeefe

Are clients asking for AI? Not by
name but they are when they are
asking for better, faster, cheaper,
and proactive. #SellingAI #LMA17

You are not driving legal services/
models in regard to AI, clients are.
Best thing you can do is be
informed-@MarkTGreen at #LMA17

21 Mar 2016

What do math, measurement, and
marketing have in common?
Everything. Data is knowledge.
Data drives decisions. #LMA17

28 Mar 2017

28 Mar 2017

KEY TAKEAWAY 2
#

Law Firms Plan to Increase Their Investment in
Marketing Technology in 2017
Introhive
@Introhive

Molly McLeod
@mollygmcleod

Joint @BloombergLaw @LMA
survey shows majority of firms
planning to increase marketing
technology #LMA17

Survey says - #marketing tech
spend to increase. Have you
considered relationship intelligence
for #CRM? #LMA17

21 Mar 2016

28 Mar 2017

KEY TAKEAWAY #3

Relationships Matter in Law Firm Marketing, and Data
Can Help Strengthen Them
Molly Porter
@molly_porter

Liz Cerasuolo
@lizcerasuolo

Excellent panel by @DLA_Piper and
@Axiom_Law on using data and
analytics to grow new clients and
reactivate at-risk clients #LMA17

Forget culture change, start with a
mindshift. Avoid "billing attorneys"
and embrace "relationship
partners" #lma17 @LMAintl

29 Mar 2017

29 Mar 2017

KEY TAKEAWAY 4
#

Leaders Need to Be Real to Be Eﬀective
Nicole Minnis
@NicoleAngelineC

Megan McKeon
@meganmckeon

"Sometimes being right just really
isn't the point". April G. of @Orrick
on leadership. Be wrong. Be real.
#LMA17 #leadership

Key leadership traits: trust;
empathy; urgency; humility and
resolve; authenticity; vulnerability
#LMA17

29 Mar 2017

29 Mar 2017

KEY TAKEAWAY 5
#

Successful Firms Make Things Easier for Clients and Employees
Introhive
@Introhive

Adrian T Dayton
@adriandayton

.@Zoebchance - companies succeed
by making things easier. e.g: Amazon,
Uber, Tinder, Domino's (@Introhive
makes #CRM easier!) #LMA17

If simplicity is key to market dominance, perhaps Customer Effort
Score is more important than NPS
or any other metric. #LMA17

28 Mar 2017

29 Mar 2017

Technology is helping law ﬁrms everywhere sharpen their
competitive edge. Learn how in our new playbook featuring
recent survey results and insights from top LMA Speakers.

Get the Playbook

If you’re looking for a way to streamline your customer
relationship data management, automate your relationship
insights, or simplify your CRM, we can help.

Request a Demo

